Trafficking along the secretory pathway in Drosophila cell line and tissues: a light and electron microscopy approach.
In the past, Drosophila has been used for molecular and developmental biology studies that have led to many important conceptual advances. In the last decade, this model organism has also been utilized to address cell biology issues, in particular those related to membrane traffic through the secretory pathway. This has confirmed that the functional organization of the secretory pathway is conserved and it allowed further integrating secretion to signaling and development. Furthermore, Drosophila tissue culture S2 cells have been the basis of many RNAi screens, some addressing aspects of the functional organization of the secretory pathway and others identifying proteins of the secretory pathway in seemingly unrelated processes. Taken together, studying the protein trafficking and the organization of the secretory pathway both in S2 cells and in tissues has become important. Here, we review light and electron microscopy techniques applied to Drosophila that allow gaining insight into the secretory pathway, and can easily be extended to other cell biology-related fields.